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Abstract. EEG/MEG are important tools for non-invasive medical diagnosis and basic

studies of the brain and its functioning, but often applications are limited due to a very
low SNR in the data. Here, we present a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) based
de-noising method for spatio-temporal EEG/MEG measurements collected by a sensor
array. A robust threshold selection can be achieved by incorporating spatial information
and pre-stimulus data to estimate signal and noise energies. Further improvement can
be gained by applying a translation-invariant approach to the derived de-noising scheme.
In simulations, the performance of the proposed method is evaluated in comparison to
standard de-noising and low-rank approximation, which o ers some complementarity to
our approach.

Keywords: EEG/ MEG, source localization, de-noising, low-rank approximation,
discrete wavelet transform.

1 Introduction
The electro- and magnetoencephalogram (EEG/ MEG) are recordings of the scalp potential and magnetic eld outside the head resulting from electrical neural activity in
the brain. The human EEG was rst recorded back in 1924, and has, together with
MEG, acquired an important role as a diagnostic tool in medicine and brain research.
Applications include detection of epileptic seizure [1], identi cation of evoked potentials
in reaction to stimuli, which can be used, for example, for an objective audiogram [2],
exploration of sleep states [3], or general analysis to nd areas of neural activity from
event related data by solving an inverse problem using the EEG/MEG measurements
[4].
Our main interest has been in localizing neural sources in the brain. Transient
neural current sources associated with event related EEG/ MEG are generally assumed
focal in nature and can be approximated using equivalent current dipoles. Therefore
using measurements from a sensor array, the location, orientation, and time series of
a number of equivalent dipoles can be determined by solving an inverse problem [4].
However, even after stimulus-locked averaging from multiple trials, usually the data
still possesses a very low SNR due to background brain activity and instrumental and
environmental noise. This low SNR results in reduced accuracy of the estimated dipole
parameters [5], and also limits the utility of EEG/MEG in other previously mentioned
applications. Here we address the problem of improving the SNR of recorded EEG/MEG
data.
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Since the signals of interest are transient in nature, simple bandpass ltering is
not a suitable technique for separation of signal and noise. When the signals of interest
are a linear combination of a small number of linearly independent time series, noise
reduction can be achieved in sensor array data by exploiting the spatial structure of
the underlying signals. This structure can be revealed by applying a singular value
decomposition (SVD) to the data matrix and performing a low-rank approximation
(LRA), thus truncating noisy unstructured contributions. LRA is implicitly performed
on the data when using sub-space based source localization algorithms [4].
A di erent approach to improving the SNR of recorded EEG/ MEG data is to
use wavelet de-noising, which is a time-frequency method to recover an unknown transient signal from broadband noise [6]. By applying a suitable orthonormal transform
to the time-dimension of the data, the noise will remain spread across the transform
space while the signal of interest can be parameterized by few transform coecients that
will stand out from the noise. The localizing properties of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), in both time and frequency, make it suitable for parameterizing transient
evoked responses within the EEG, as demonstrated in, for example, [7, 8]. By applying
an inverse transform after appropriately thresholding the transform coecients, noise
reduction can be achieved. In the following, we introduce a form of de-noising that
has been adapted to our EEG/MEG problem by exploiting the additional information
speci c to our model of the data, and present simulation results to demonstrate the
bene t of this approach to noise reduction.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a signal model for
EEG/MEG based on focal neural current sources, and brie y review low-rank approximation and wavelet de-noising. The customization of the de-noising approach for our
problem is the subject of Section 3. We present comparisons to other methods and
results in Section 4. Our notation uses plain italicized text for scalar values, and bold
face lower and upper case for vector and matrix quantities, respectively.

2 Preliminaries
This section describes the signal model for array-recorded EEG/MEG measurements,
and introduces two basic concepts of noise reduction. The rst one, low rank approximation, exploits the fact that the signal of interest has some spatial structure while the
noise is weakly structured, if at all. The second approach searches for feature parameters in the time-frequency plane that stand out from the noise, which is subsequently
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Figure 1: Modelling focal neural activity in the brain by a current dipole.
suppressed by masking or shrinking of the noise-only coecients.

2.1 Signal Model
We assume that r dipolar neural sources are activated in the brain in response to a particular stimulus. The signal at an M element sensor array is formed by the superposition
of the elds from each of the r dipoles with position ri , orientation qi and time series
si, with instrumental and environmental noise to yield an M -by-L spatio-temporal data
matrix

F=
with

r 1
X
i=0

G(ri)2RM 3
qi2R31
si2RL1
N2RM L

G(ri)qisTi + N = X + N;

(1)

gain matrix,
dipole orientation,
dipole time series, and
additive noise,

where L is the number of collected time slices. The vector si,

si = si[0] si[1]    si[L 1]T

(2)

contains the amplitude (or \strength") of the ith dipole over a time interval of L discrete
samples, often also referred to as activation function. This strength is given a spacial
direction by the xed dipole orientation qi . Finally, the matrix G(ri) contains the gain
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factors from the spatial components of the ith dipole at location ri to the M sensors,
which measure either electric potential in the case of EEG or the magnetic ux in the
case of MEG. This so called forward model G(ri) can be calculated based on a model
of the head accounting for the electrical properties of di erent layers (e.g. brain matter,
scull bone, and scalp as indicated in Fig. 1). With respect to the sensor number M ,
current whole head MEG and EEG systems provide in the range of 64 to more than 300
channels.
If we assume the noise in N to be zero-mean Gaussian and uncorrelated with the
source transients, then we can make the following approximation:

kFk2F  kXk2F + kNk2F :

(3)

The noise power can be estimated from pre-stimulus data, corresponding to a period of
L~ time slices before any event-related signals are produced, yielding
kNk2F  L~ kN~ k2F :
(4)
L
A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of EEG/ MEG data can then be calculated as
SNR = kXkF2
2

kNkF

using the Frobenius norm k  kF .

(5)

2.2 Low-Rank Approximation
The rank of a matrix can be revealed by performing a singular value decomposition
(SVD):
"

#

UT FV = 0 ; F 2 RM L ; M  L
(6)
where U 2 R M M and V 2 R LL are orthogonal matrices and  = diagfm g 2 R M M
holds the singular values of F ordered as 1  2      M  0. The number of
non-zero singular values then determines the rank of F, which, for noiseless data, gives

the number of linearly independent sources contributing to the measurements. However,
in the presence of noise, the matrix will become full rank. For the case of spatially and
2 , the last M r singular values
temporally uncorrelated Gaussian noise with variance nn
p
2 ; 8m 2 [r + 1; M ], while the rst r singular values
will take the value of m = L  nn
will be elevated above this noise oor by the singular values of the noiseless data matrix.
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Figure 2: Example of the singular values of a data matrix for r = 4 independent sources
measured using an array of M = 20 sensors and corrupted by Gaussian white noise; the
slope in the singular values corresponding to the noise-only subspace is due to nitesample statistics.
An example for a Gaussian white noise corrupted data matrix F 2 R 20100 containing
linearly combined observations of r = 4 temporally independent sources is shown in
Fig. 2.
Using an SVD, F can be written in the expansion form [9]

F=

M
X

m=1

m um vmT

(7)

where U = [u1 ; u2;    uM ] 2
and V = [v1; v2 ;    vL] 2 R LL span the column
and row space of F. If F contains structured data emanating from r linearly independent
sources in the presence of independent and identically distributed (iid) white noise, the
expansion (7) can be truncated after r terms thus suppressing the noise introduced by
the remaining M r non-zero singular values. We refer to the truncated form
R M M

r
X

F~ LRA = mumvmT
(8)
m=1
as a low-rank approximation of F. It can also be seen as a projection of F onto its
signal-subspace spanned by Ur = [u1;    ur ], F~ LRA = Ur UTr F, which eliminates any
components of F in the noise-only subspace U?r , where ()? refers to the orthogonal
complement. Thus, for white Gaussian noise, the noise variance is reduced by a factor
r=M .
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Figure 3: De-noising of a one dimensional time-series: in the transform domain, additive
noise remains smeared, while the signal of interest is parameterized by only few coecients. By thresholding and inverse transformation, a noise reduction can be achieved.

2.3 De-Noising
De-noising as originally proposed by Donoho and Johnstone [6] is applicable to 1dimensional signals corrupted by white noise. The signal is transformed, the transform
coecients thresholded according to some criterion, and an inverse transform used to
obtain a noise reduction. This procedure is shown in Fig. 3. De-noising relies on an
appropriate transform that is able to parameterize the signal of interest with a few signi cant coecients while, for an orthogonal transform, the noise will remain spread over
the entire transform domain.
A discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is usually employed as its ability to yield
local representation in both time and frequency domain is advantageous for the analysis of transient signals. The quality of the parameterization determines the ability to
recover a minimally distorted de-noised signal. If we assume iid Gaussian noise, a parameterization by K  L coecients yields a noise reduction of approximately K=L. A
huge variety of wavelets has been investigated in literature possessing di erent properties such as minimum length of support and maximum smoothness [10], near symmetry,
or good localization in both time and frequency [11].
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A second important choice is the thresholding method. Hard-thresholding zeroes
every coecient that falls below a de ned threshold, while for soft-thresholding, a continuous non-linear function is applied to the transform coecients. The most straightforward approach is to additionally shrink all surviving coecients by the amount of
the threshold. Threshold selection is determined by whether the de-noising procedure is
optimized in a mean squared error, minimax, or visually appealing (\visu-shrink" [12])
sense [6]; often the choice is heuristic. Additionally, di erent threshold optimizations
can be combined with adaptive and transform-level dependent schemes [13].
The threshold schemes generally assume white Gaussian iid noise with unit variance corrupting the signal of interest. Therefore, prior to de-noising, the signal has to be
scaled to set the noise variance correctly. Often, the initial noise variance is estimated
using the highpass part of the data, i.e. the wavelet coecients at the nest transform
level, and a normalization with their median absolute deviation is applied. This method
assumes a sucient smoothness of the underlying signal of interest such that only noise
is present at high frequencies [12].

3 Ensemble De-Noising
This section will introduce a particular de-noising scheme, in which we exploit prestimulus data to estimate noise and signal energies. We add security and a degree of
determinism to the threshold selection by incorporating the spatial dimension of the
data in the decision, which provides ensembles probes of the noise process. Hence we
refer to our method as ensemble de-noising (EDN).

3.1 Concept
We represent a real valued DWT by an orthogonal transform matrix T, such that
y = Tx is the DWT of x [14]. Applying the transform to the temporal dimension of
the data matrix F, we can express the de-noising procedure as

F~ =  FTT  T;

(9)

where () performs a threshold operation and ()T denotes transpose.
For spatio-temporal EEG/ MEG data, the signal of interest in each channel is a
linear combination of the same source transients. We can improve the performance of
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the de-noising procedure by making use of this property: since we expect to see similar
characteristics in the transform coecients across the sensor array [3], we can use a
mask common to the whole array rather than de-noising each measurement time series
separately, i.e.

F~ EDN = F |TT{zMT}

(10)

TF- lter
with M = diagfl g 2 R LL . For hard thresholding, the elements of M form a binary
mask
(
1 : t2f (l)  
l = 0(1)L 1
(11)
l =
0 : t2f (l) < 
depending on the squared transform coecients averaged over the spatial dimension

t2f (l) = kFT1T k2

M
X1

F m=0

jtf (m; l)j2 :

(12)

The reason for averaging over the energy of the coecients rather than the coecient
values themselves lies in the forward model, which linearly combines the source transients and therefore sign changes across the array must be considered. The normalization
kFTT k2F in (12) is to ensure kt2f k1 = 1, i.e. the overall energy represented in the parameters t2f (l) is unity. With (3), this energy can be separated into contributions form
signal of interest and noise.

3.2 Threshold Selection
We want to select the threshold  by picking the K largest coecients from t2f such
that the de-noised signal only retains as much energy as that estimated for the signal
using (5). The elements of t2f are re-ordered by a permutation matrix P such that the
resulting vector

t~2f = Pt2f

(13)

has its elements in descending order, i.e. t~2f (0)  t~2f (1)      t~2f (L 1). Then the
cumulative sum on t~2f (l)

s(l) =

l
X
i=0

t~2f (i);

(14)

represents the normalized energy in the l largest coecients. We determine the number
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Figure 4: Threshold selection for ensemble de-noising.
of coecients, K , to retain by comparing s(l) to the ratio  of energies of X and F as
illustrated in Fig. 4. Therefore,  gives the fraction for the contribution of the signal
of interest to the overall energy contained in the measured data. The equivalence of
the energy of the spatio-temporal data and that of the transform coecients is a direct
result of the norm preserving property of the orthonormal transform matrix T. The
ratio  can be calculated from the EEG/ MEG data using assumptions (3) and (4)
k2F  kFk2F LL~ kN~ k2F :
 = kkX
(15)
Fk2
kFk2
F

F

We then search for the smallest K 2 N that ful lls s(K 1)  , and obtain the threshold
 = t~2f (K 1).

By evaluating (11), and insertion into (10) the noise in the data matrix F has
been reduced. We refer to this method as ensemble de-noising (EDN), since the spatial
dimension of the data presents us with ensemble probes of the noise process.

How does the ensemble strategy in (12) in uence the probability of picking the
correct coecients in noise? For the analysis, we assume as a simpli cation that the
signal of interest can be represented by a single coecient, tx, having constant modulus
across the array, and that the noise coecients tl;i are samples of a Gaussian iid process
2 . We are interested in the probability
N with zero mean and variance nn

P (z  M  t2x); with z =

M
X1
i=0

2 )
t2l;i; tl;i 2 N (0; nn

(16)

as a measure for the probability that the signal will be hidden in noise. The speci c
threshold in (16) refers to the case where signal and noise have identical power. Thus,
the random variable z is characterized by an appropriately scaled chi-square distribution
with M degrees of freedom [15].
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Figure 5: Statistical security of looking across the sensor array in dependency of the ratio
between feature parameter and variance of corrupting noise, and the dimensionality M
of the sensor array.
2 for di erent
Fig. 5 shows the probability P (z  M  t2x) drawn over the ratio t2x=nn
2 , averaging
sensor array dimensions M . It can be seen that for a reasonable ratio t2x=nn
the coecient energy across the M -array considerably enhances the statistical security
for picking the correct coecient. Note, that for a spatio-temporal data matrix of L
recorded discrete time slices and parameterization of the signal of interest by a single
coecient tx,
2 ); and
 the SNR of the data is given by t2x=(L  nn

 the probability that tx is selected despite the presence of L noisy coecients yields
(1 P (z  M  t2x))L.
2 in Fig. 5 highlights
The high error probability P (z  M  t2x) for small ratios t2x=nn
both the fact that de-noising is unsuitable for very low SNR and the necessity that the
transform in the de-noising process suciently parameterizes the signal of interest.

3.3 Translation-Invariant Ensemble De-Noising
As mentioned earlier, it is implicitly assumed in the de-noising procedure that the signals
of interest, i.e. the dipole time series, can be represented by a small subset of the basis
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8l = 0(1)L 1

for i = 1(1)2D
circularly shift noisy signal left by i samples:

fi(s)[l] = f [(l + i) mod L]
de-noise signal fi(s) [l] using a periodically extending transform:

fi(s)[l] ! f~i(s)[l]
circularly shift de-noised signal right by i samples:

f~i[l] = f~i(s)[(l i) mod L]
i 1  f~[l] + 1  f~ [l]
average: f~[l]
i
i i
Figure 6: Flow-chart for translation-invariant (TI) de-noising of a 1-d time series f .
Variables with superscript (s) refer to circularly shifted signals, D is the number of levels
of the applied DWT. For TI-EDN circular shift operations are applied to all rows of the
data matrix F.
functions of the transform. However, problems also arise due to the phase-sensitivity
through the cyclo-stationarity of the DWT associated with the decimation process. As a
result, the basis functions sit orthogonal to each other on a xed dyadic grid. Therefore
even if the signal of interest matches one of the basis functions, a phase shift of the signal
destroys the representation by a single coecient and can blur the signal energy over
several transform coecients of smaller amplitude, which may be masked in the noise
and get subsequently truncated when falling below the threshold selected according to
Sec. 3.2.
These truncations result in oscillations similar to Gibbs phenomena in the reconstructed de-noised time-series [16]. A translation-invariant (TI) approach recently
discussed in literature [16, 17, 18, 19] can address this problem. We have followed the
approach of [16], where shifted versions of the data matrix are ensemble de-noised, backshifted, and averaged as shown in the ow chart in Fig. 6. This presents a compromise
over searching for an optimum shift with minimum entropy in the transform domain,
i.e. energy concentration in as few coecients as possible [20], as a shift that is optimal
for one transient may not be optimal for another transient contained in the same data.
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The shift operation in Fig. 6 is executed circularly. As the sensor time series
forming the rows of the data matrix F are nite intervals, the DWT | eciently
evaluated using an octave lter bank [11] rather than the matrix multiplication in (10)
| requires an extension of the signal. If a periodic or symmetric extension is chosen,
ltering can be performed in steady-state, thus avoiding transients that distort the
subband signals holding the DWT coecients [8, 21]. Although a periodic extension
generally su ers from discontinuities and \wrap-around" e ects at the margins of the
temporal interval [14], it has been employed for this work as the TI approach can
be easily realized by circular shifts. In terms of implementation, it is not required to
calculate a full transform for every shift from scratch, as reduced computational schemes
can be applied [12, 22, 17, 23].

4 Simulations and Results
We compare the de-noising methods described in Sections 2.3 and 3 to the low rank
approximation of the data matrix obtained via a truncation of the SVD expansion as
described in Section 2.2. To evaluate the results in terms of noise reduction, we have
to use synthetic data. As source transients si , superpositions of Hermite-type functions
have been employed, which are derivatives of Gaussian window functions and realistic
for simulating activations [24]. Examples for such source transients are given in Fig. 7.
The wavelet transform uses a Symmlet-8 wavelet [12, 10], which has a relatively good
frequency selectivity due to maximum smoothness and gives an approximate alignment
of non-stationarites in various scales due to its near-symmetry. However, the choice of
the 8-coecient wavelet is heuristic and based on empirical results with wavelet lters
of di erent lengths in combination with the realistic simulation data employed in the
following.
Fig. 8 shows the averaged results over 25 trials with di erent noise power spectral
densities (PSD) and realistic source data for di erent de-noising techniques and the low
rank approximation. The gure shows the nal SNR = 10  log10(kXk2F  kF~ XkF 2)
versus the cut-o frequency of the coloured (lowpass) noise. The initial SNR of the data
matrix F was 5dB. The temporal colouring of the noise is achieved by lowpass ltering,
with the cut-o frequency indicated on the abscissa. For standard de-noising of each
sensor time series, we achieved best results using a visu-shrink soft threshold [12]. The
SNR produced by ensemble de-noising is consistently higher due to exploitation of prestimulus and spatial information. However, note that further improvements are achieved
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Figure 7: Example time series si [l], i = f0; 1; 2g, to simulate three source activations consisting of superposed Hermite-type functions, for construction of synthetic EEG/MEG
data matrices.
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Figure 8: Final SNR achieved by di erent de-noising methods applied to data from a
73-sensor array. Initial SNR is 5dB, with temporally coloured noise of di erent bandwidths produced using a 5th order Butterworth lter. The signal of interest arises from
three dipolar sources activated by Hermite-type functions. All de-noising methods use
a Symmlet-8 wavelet for the transform.
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by applying translation-invariant (TI) ensemble de-noising.
Example time series for de-noising results in Fig. 8 are given in Figs. 9{11. Fig. 9
shows the measurement at a speci c sensor, i.e. one row of the data matrix, as a linear combination of the source transients in Fig. 7, which is corrupted by noise at 5dB
SNR, having a PSD with a normalized angular cut-o frequency at = = 0:15. The
standard de-noising solution using a visu-shrink threshold is drawn as a solid line, and
clearly su ers from the strong colouring of the added noise. The reconstructed measurements using various noise-reduction techniques are shown in Fig. 10, with the error
between the noiseless time series and the reconstructed response given in Fig. 11. A
remarkable di erence between the proposed ensemble de-noising methods and low-rank
approximation is that the time-frequency approach well suppresses noise outside the
activation interval of the sources, within which low rank approximation appears to give
a better t to the original signal.
To further investigate the suspected complementarity between ensemble de-noising
and the SVD based noise reduction, we look at an extreme simulation, where a single
source transient is matched by the analysis function (again a Symmlet-8) of the DWT.
Therefore in the resulting situation, ensemble de-noising can be expected to give its
maximum bene t. The results in terms of noise-reduction in the reconstructed matrix
F~ , are displayed in Fig. 12 for di erent initial SNRs in the data matrix F. The steep
drop in performance of ensemble de-noising for low SNR is due to a high probability
for any coecient to pass the threshold , as indicated in Section 3.2. For high SNR,
both methods reach a constant level, since the noise reductions approach the factors
(M r)=M for low-rank approximation (LRA) and (L K )=L for de-noising, as discussed
in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The partial complementarity of LRA and de-noising becomes
evident from a combination of both methods, where the data is rst ensemble de-noised
and then low-rank approximated. The result of this combined operation is drawn as
dotted line in Fig. 12, with increased noise reduction over either method separately.
Since subspace-based dipole source localization algorithms inherently perform a lowrank approximation [4], ensemble de-noising is expected to give additional bene t.
For the situation in Fig. 12, Tab. 1 contains results of source parameter estimation
[4] for di erent SNRs with and without ensemble de-noising (EDN). Performance measures are the average of the mislocation of the dipolar source, k~r rk2 (in cm), and the
relative error of the reconstructed source activation function, k~s sk2 with ksk2 = 1,
where tilded variables refer to estimated quantities. There is some minor improvement
in estimating the source location and slight enhancement of the reconstructed time series
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Figure 9: Linear combination of source transients in Fig. 7 measured at one sensor (dashdotted); with coloured Gaussian noise added at 5dB SNR (dashed); and reconstructed
time-series using standard de-noising.
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Figure 10: Reconstructed time series of sensor measurement in Fig. 9 applying various
noise reduction methods.
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Table 1: Averaged deviation of location (in cm) and relative time series error for source
parameter estimation according to [4] for a single dipole.
SNR EDN
no
5dB yes
no
0dB yes
no
-5dB yes

krk2 ksk2
0.0423
0.0410
0.1012
0.0982
0.2944
0.2442

0.0154
0.0109
0.0511
0.0361
0.1366
0.0879

when applying the denoising method prior to source localization.

5 Conclusion
We have introduced a wavelet de-noising method for spatio-temporal EEG/MEG data,
which incorporates pre-stimulus and spatial information in the selection of the threshold.
The resulting scheme yields an enhanced SNR improvement over standard de-noising,
and o ers some complementarity to low-rank approximation, a noise reduction technique
based on an SVD of the data rather than a time-frequency analysis as performed with
de-noising. We found that, compared to low-rank approximation, denoising is very good
at removing noise from intervals where no source is active but does not perform well if
the analysis wavelet and source activation function are not well matched.
Since good parameterization is crucial, in our current research we are looking into
methods for further improvement of ensemble de-noising by adapting the transform to
the analyzed data. Coifman et al. [20] have introduced a best basis selection method for
the transform, such that the signal energy is contained in as few coecients as possible.
With a similar criterion, a library of di erent wavelets can be searched to nd a basis
function that most closely matches the signal's features and subsequently leads to a low
entropy in the transform domain. There is also the possibility of using soft thresholding
[25] in (10), with an appropriate threshold function designed to preserve the estimated
energy of the signal of interest.
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Mathematical Symbols
()T
()?

(uppercase) matrix or vector transpose
(perp) orthogonal space
0
(null, bold) null matrix
D
(uppercase) depth of DWT (number of iterations of halfband lter
operations)

(greek eta, lowercase) energy ratio
EDN
(uppercase, script) subscript indicating ensemble-denoising
F
(uppercase, bold) spatio-temporal data matrix
F~ EDN
(uppercase, bold, tilde) spatio-temporal data matrix after ensemble de-noising (EDN)
~FLRA
(uppercase, bold, tilde) spatio-temporal data matrix after low
rank approximation (LRA)
G
(uppercase, bold) gain matrix
K
(uppercase) number of non-zero time samples after hard-threshold
de-noising
l
(lowercase, bold) discrete time index
L
(uppercase, bold) number of time slices / samples
L~
(uppercase, bold, tilde) number of time slices / samples recorded
for pre-stimulus data
LRA
(uppercase, script) subscript indicating low rank approximation
M
(uppercase) number of sensors
M
(uppercase, bold) diagonal threshold / masking matrix
l
(greek mu, lowercase) masking value for lth coecient of sensor
time series
N
(uppercase, bold) noise-only component of the spatio-temporal
data-matrix
~N
(uppercase, bold, tilde) spatio-temporal matrix with noise-only
pre-stimulus data
2
N (;  ) (uppercase, calligraphy) normally distributed process with mean
 and variance 2
(greek Omega, uppercase) normalized (angular) frequency =
!Ts, with sampling period Ts
P
(uppercase, bold) permutation matrix
P (z )
(uppercase) probability of event z
qi
(lowercase, bold) spatial orientation of ith dipolar source
ri
(lowercase, bold) spatial location of ith dipolar source
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r

R M L

s(n)

si
m
2
nn



SNR

T

tf (m; l)
t2f (l)

t2f
t~2f
tl;i
tx


()
U, V
u m , vm
X

(lowercase) number of temporally independent dipolar sources
(uppercase, blackboard (amstex)) set of M-by-L matrices with real
entries
(lowercase) cumulative sum on re-arranged averaged squared
transform coecients
(lowercase, bold) vector holding N discrete time samples of activation function of ith dipolar source
(greek sigma, lowercase) singular value
(greek sigma, lowercase) variance of noise
(greek Sigma, uppercase, bold) diagonal matrix holding singular
values
(uppercase, script) signal-to-noise ratio
(uppercase, bold) (discrete wavelet) transform matrix
(lowercase) nth transform coecient of the mth sensor time series
(lowercase) nth squared transform coecient averaged across the
sensor array
(lowercase, bold) t2f (n) arranged in a vector
(lowercase, bold) re-arranged averaged squared transform coecient vector
(lowercase) transform coecients representing noise-only components
(lowercase) noise-free transform coecient parameterizing signal
of interest
(greek theta, lowercase) energy threshold
(greek Theta, uppercase, bold) matrix valued threshold function
(uppercase, bold) orthogonal matrices produced by singular value
decomposition
(lowercase, bold) vectors spanning the matrices U, V
(uppercase, bold) noise-free spatio-temporal data matrix only containing measurements due to source transients
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